SOLAMAGIC® STAND INFRARED HEATER FOR PROTECTED OUTDOOR USE

SOLAMAGIC® Z1

TECHNICAL DATA

Premium stand infrared heater
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Voltage:		
Heating element:
Residual light: 		
Output:		
Colours:		
IP rating:		
Connection cable:

230 V
Solastar-AL (NoGlare)
1lux/kW/m2
1400 W
White, titanium, nano anthracite
IP 24
Plug-in cable 250 cm

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES
+ Hardly any residual light (< 1 lux) due to the innovative
"NO GLARE" heating element
+ No heating phase
+ No voltage peaks thanks to soft start
+ Emergency shutdown in case of tipping due to intelligent
position sensor
+ Flexible placement
+ Timer function
The SOLAMAGIC® Z1 is the new, innovative infrared stand-alone
device, which is not only impressive with its modern design, but
also with its high level of safety and perfect heat. Thanks to the
safety shutdown when the device tilts, as well as its soft start for
inrush current limitation, the infrared heater leaves nothing to
be desired. The casing is made of high-quality aluminum and is
impressive with its noble design. The Solastar-AL heating element
also combines pleasant colour temperature with perfect thermal
behavior - with minimal residual light and a long service life of
5,000 hrs. on average. In the protected outdoor area, the Z1 infrared heaters enable extremely pleasant heat zones and are flexible in terms of placement. Due to its short wavelength, infrared
radiation penetrates the air particularly efficiently, is not subject to
wind drifts and guarantees high operating cost savings compared
to gas heaters.

SOLAMAGIC® Z1 premium stand infrared heater

RG: R2 | LZ: ex stock

Type

Art. No.

Output (W)

Width (mm)

Height (mm)

Depth (mm)

SM-Z1-1400-W
SM-Z1-1400-T
SM-Z1-1400-NA
SM-Z1-COVER

9300178
9300179
9300180
40924

1400
1400
1400

200
200
200

1000
1000
1000

94
94
94

W: white

Cover SOLAMAGIC Z1

T: titanium NA: nano anthracite

Cover

ON/OFF button on the back

ETHERMA TIP: SOLAMAGIC® replacement tubes can be found on page 45.
38

INFRARED HEATING PANEL

Socket with plug wire

Price €
738.30
738.30
738.30
82.90

